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Dealers Choice

Mike Rowe Asked the Question!
By John Walker, AFTER MARKET SERVICES CONSULTING COMPANY
Probably not too many of you in the world of equipment dealers spend much time viewing television and
“paying attention” to commercials. But, may we point out one commercial that some of you will find of value
to watch. Ford Automobile recently hired Mike Rowe. You should all remember him. He was the man who did
all those “dirty jobs” on TV.
In these advertisements Mike is of course selling the Ford line of cars, and also very subtly hyping the services
the dealership performs to keep the customer happy: The commercial that caught my eye was Mike and a
customer having a conversation in the dealers’ showroom. The customer evidently had her car in for service
and was browsing the showroom when Mike stopped her and asked “why” she had brought her Ford into the
Ford dealer for service when she had obvious other options for getting it serviced, and for a better price. To
which the customer replied “I bring it here, because I bought it here and these people truly care about me
and want to take care of me, and because we are family!” Those of you in the equipment business may want
to substitute “partner” for “family”.
Dealers ask yourself this question: How many of you have 30% of your customers who feel that way about
your dealership and in particular your own service department? Anything less than that has to be what I
would say, insulting to your dealership.
You may know the answer to this question, but what are you doing about it? As we have expressed hundreds
of times, your service department is overflowing with “unrecognized opportunity”! It is almost like dealers
don’t want to be bothered with a shop filled with business or with road service vans driving all over the territory servicing the equipment that your dealership worked so hard to sell.
As we have mentioned to equipment dealers so many times in the past 35 years: Your customers have a
CHOICE! They do not need you to provide them parts or perform service on the equipment they purchased
from your dealership. Some of your customers are: 1) Working on their own equipment, in their own shops,
with their own technicians, others are 2) taking their work to those profitable Independents who have grown
dramatically over the past few years still others 3) are taking their service requirements to, 4) other OEMs or
to, 5) those “shade-tree” technicians. The reasoning behind this as explained in so many industry surveys is
that equipment dealers fail to market the quality of their service to the customer before, during or after the
equipment has been sold. In too many equipment dealerships, service is probably the “last thing” a salesperson wants to talk about with a prospective customer or a customer who has just bought your equipment.
Several weeks ago at Promat, the Material Handling Show held in Chicago, a friend and I were talking. His
name, Garry Bartecki, is well known throughout the equipment industry. Garry asked me whether or not I
would like to go to China for a year to train the Chinese in the techniques of marketing service, because his
findings were that the Chinese know absolutely nothing about marketing service. I basically replied to Garry:
1) I’ve been all over the world except for China, but 2) at my age why would I want to go to China now? 3) Last
but not least I mentioned that after all these years of trying to do the same thing throughout North America,
why would I want to try it in China?
Several years ago I made a presentation to a large group of industrial/construction/equipment dealers. During
this program I made a suggestion that really “shook-up” the group. I told them that if they believed it was too
much of a problem to grow their service business, if it was too much of a problem to find qualified technicians, if it was too much of a problem to expand their operation to handle this profitable segment of their
business, if it was too much of a problem to put up with “upset” customers, and finally if everything about the
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NAEDA Announces 2013
Dealer’s Choice Award
Recipients
The North American Equipment Dealers Association
(NAEDA) has announced the recipients of its inaugural
Dealer’s Choice Award.
The NAEDA Dealer’s Choice Awards are determined from
results of dealer evaluation data collected from the Association’s annual Dealer Manufacturer Relations Survey.
The survey asks dealers to evaluate the companies
whose products they sell in key areas correlated to a
dealer’s operational model.
The Dealer’s Choice Award is designed to recognize
those manufacturers who, in the eyes of dealers, are
doing an exceptional job of providing them with topquality products, parts, services and support.
The recipients of the 2013 NAEDA Dealer’s Choice
Awards are: Kubota Tractor Corporation, Vermeer Corporation and Hustler Turf Equipment.
“These companies are to be complemented for their
efforts to excel and assist in the key areas related to the
dealer’s business operations,” said Joe Dykes, NAEDA.
“While these companies came out on top it should be
noted that many of the companies evaluated by the
dealers also rated extremely well. There is always room
for improvement and the companies that our dealers
represent, for the most part, perform well above average according the survey results.” says Dykes.
We congratulate Kubota, Vermeer and Hustler Turf as
recipients of the 2013 Dealer’s Choice Award and compliment all manufacturers in recognizing the importance
of the dealer-manufacturer relationship from the dealers’ perspective.

Jerry Torbert
Wayne Hunt
Rick Tetter
Scott DeMott
Dale Hendrix, Sr.
Lester Killebrew
Phillip Blanchard
Gene Marshall

May 10
May 11
May 19
May 31
June 4
June 6
June 20
June 23
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Annual Dealer Manufacturer
Relations Survey Report
Published
NAEDA has compiled and published its comprehensive report on
Dealer-Manufacturer Relations. Using a noted third-party survey
and data collection and reporting apparatus, NAEDA asked dealermembers throughout North America to rate their manufacturers on
twelve key operating categories. The 68-page report is being released this week to dealers (through their regional affiliate associations) and the manufacturers.
The information can be used to monitor how manufacturers compare with other manufacturers when assessing potential business
partners. Manufacturers can use the summary as a baseline for
areas of improvement within their organization and the industry as
a whole. The aim is to have serious discussions about industry best
practices in these key business areas.
Over 3000 total evaluations were submitted from dealers throughout North America evaluating twelve categories of dealer/
manufacturer relationships, a significant increase from previous
years. This report includes summaries of these survey categories for
46 manufacturer/brands also up from last year. These companies
received a sufficient number of responses necessary to provide
meaningful analysis of results. The brands included in the report
reflect the diversity of products sold and serviced by dealers.
The survey results are broken down into four sections for comparative purposes: 1) All Manufacturers, 2) Ag Manufacturers/
Shortlines, 3) OPE Manufacturers and 4) Major Tractor Manufacturers. Each brand’s mean score for each category is measured against
the mean for all 46 manufacturers, plus each manufacturer in the
company’s specific section. In addition, each company is measured
separately against the mean for all manufacturers combined in bar
graph form.
NAEDA has also announced the inaugural Dealer’s Choice Awards
for 2013. The designation was awarded to the manufacturer scoring highest total scores from the twelve evaluated categories on the
survey among three sections – Major Tractor Manufacturers; Ag/
Shortline Manufacturers; and OPE Manufacturers. Congratulations
to this year’s winners Kubota Tractor, Vermeer and Hustler Turf.

For more information on
Association activities, be sure to
visit our website www.sedaassn.com
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Turn Casual Calls into Sales

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR SHIPPING COSTS

Capture more information when customers
call and your sales will soar. Here’s how:

The savings you receive from the Association-endorsed
PartnerShip Freight program could potentially offset
your annual Association dues!!

1. Ask for the customer’s name and phone
number or email address early in the conversation. That allows you to use the person’s name during the conversation and follow up later.
2. Check the offer. After you tell the customer a price, gauge the reaction. That will
allow you to tailor the offer if necessary.
Example: “Is that in line with your budget?”
Know the next step. Discover whether the
customer will be discussing the proposal
with someone else or checking competitor’s
prices. Make arrangements to follow up,
casting your action as a service to the customer. Example: “May I call you sometime
tomorrow to answer any further questions
you may have?”

Think about this …. Many PartnerShip customers save
more money annually on their shipping costs than it
costs them to be a member of the Association. The more
you ship with PartnerShip, the more you save. PartnerShip offers a completely free LTL freight analysis. As
your shipping connection, PartnerShip is here to help
you determine the best way to save significant money on
LTL shipping. They will provide you with a free, noobligation LTL freight analysis, comparing rates from
your current shipping invoices to PartnerShip rates and
services.
For more information, call PartnerShip at 800-599-2902,
the Association office at 478-272-5400, or visit
www.PartnerShip.com/24NAEDA.
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Case IH and American Farm Bureau Announce
Tractor & Equipment Incentive Program
RACINE, Wis., April 17, 2013 — Thanks to a membership value program partnership between Case IH, the American Farm Bureau Federation (AFBF) and American Farm Bureau,
Inc. (AFBI), Farm Bureau members can now take advantage of farm equipment discounts.
Eligible Farm Bureau members will receive an incentive discount — from $300 to $500 —
when purchasing qualifying Case IH products and equipment from participating dealerships.
“We selected Case IH as a member benefit program partner because they offer product expertise and field support, as well as the resources of a leading tractor manufacturer,” says
Ron Gaskill, Executive Director of AFBI. “The program’s goal is to provide Farm Bureau
members with greater value when they purchase or lease eligible equipment.”
“Case IH is proud to support the American Farm Bureau and its mission of building strong,
prosperous agricultural communities," says Zach Hetterick, Case IH Livestock Marketing
Manager. “The organization unifies farmers to make farming more sustainable and the
community a better place to live in a way that could not be accomplished on an individual
level.”
How it Works
Farm Bureau members from participating states can receive the manufacturer’s incentive
discount when an eligible tractor or implement is acquired.
“There is no limit to the number of incentive discounts that a Farm Bureau member may
use as long as it is no more than one per unit and the equipment included provides opportunities for small landowners to larger, professional producers ,” says Hetterick. “This discount is also stackable, meaning it can be used with other discounts, promotions, rebates
or offers that may be provided by Case IH or a Case IH dealership.”
A current Farm Bureau membership verification certificate must be presented to the Case
IH dealer in advance of product delivery to receive the incentive discount. Certificates may
be obtained by visiting fbadvantage.com and selecting the Case IH offer.
Eligible individuals, family or business members will receive the following discounts on purchases of these qualifying products:



Case IH Farmall Compact Tractors (A & B) – $300 per unit



Case IH Farmall Utility Tractors (C, U, J Series) – $500 per unit



Case IH Maxxum Series Tractors – $500 per unit



Case IH Farmall 100A Series Tractors – $500 per unit



Case IH self-propelled windrowers – $500 per unit



Case IH large square balers – $500 per unit



Case IH round balers – $300 per unit



Case IH disc mower conditioners – $300 per unit



Case IH sickle mower conditioners – $300 per unit



Case IH Scout utility vehicles – $300 per unit
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Grand Opening of $73 Million Kubota
Production Facility in Georgia
Kubota Corporation recently announced the grand opening of its new $73 million manufacturing facility at Kubota Industrial Equipment (KIE) in Jefferson, Ga. The 522,000-square-foot plant on the
88-acre site recently began production of Kubota’s 30- to 50-horsepower compact tractor models.
The grand opening event was co-sponsored by Kubota Tractor Corporation, the U.S. marketer and
distributor of Kubota tractors and equipment.
“Georgia is proud to join with Kubota today in celebrating one of our state’s greatest business success stories,” said Gov. Deal. “Kubota’s record of consistent growth has contributed to the quality of
life for countless Georgia families as well as the overall health of our economy. This expansion will
further help to make Georgia the No. 1 place in the country in which to do business.”

Kubota began doing business in Georgia approximately 40 years ago, with its first operations located in Norcross. In the mid-1980s, Kubota purchased its first office building in the state at the current Southeast Division headquarters in Suwanee. Since that time, Kubota has further expanded its
operation in Georgia to include Kubota Manufacturing of America (KMA) in Gainesville; its National
Distribution Center (NDC) in Jefferson; and Kubota Industrial Equipment (KIE), also in Jefferson.
Today in Georgia, the company employs more than 1,700 people at Kubota facilities and has 43
dealerships that retail and market Kubota-branded products.
“We are committed to making investments that will enable us to grow our business to meet the
strong demand for Kubota tractors here in the U.S.,” said Mr. Henry Kubota, president of KIE. ”Our
goal is to efficiently deliver quality products that provide value to our customers and with the expanded capabilities that our new plant will deliver, we can achieve that goal today and into the future.”
Added to existing facilities in the state, the recent expansion brings Kubota’s total footprint of manufacturing and assembly space in Georgia to 2.1 million square feet. The new facility is located on
the same site as the existing KIE property in Jefferson, which currently produces Kubota implements, including loaders and backhoes. Once fully operational, the new facility will add hundreds of
new jobs to support the production capacity of 22,000 units annually.
The announcement comes on the heels of Kubota’s recent 40-year anniversary in the U.S. In 1972,
Kubota entered the market with three tractor models; today, the company offers a complete line of
tractors up to 118 PTO horsepower, and is the industry leader in the under 40-horsepower tractor
segment.
Kubota products currently manufactured and assembled at Georgia facilities include RTV utility vehicles; BX-Series subcompact tractors; Z-Series commercial and residential zero-turn mowers; and
Kubota implements and attachments, including loaders, backhoes and mower decks. Just added at
the new KIE facility are the Kubota L3200 and L3800 compact tractors.
“We are honored that Kubota has decided to expand its presence in the city of Jefferson,” said Jim
Joiner, mayor, the city of Jefferson. “Kubota has been an excellent corporate citizen and we look
forward to our continued partnership involving this third expansion in the McClure Industrial Park.
Creating much needed jobs in our community is a priority of the City of Jefferson. We welcome Kubota’s expansion and the new jobs that will be added to their operations.”
The Georgia Department of Economic Development (GDEcD) partnered with the development authorities of Jefferson and Jackson County and the City of Jefferson to manage the KIEexpansion.
GDEcD senior regional project manager Susie Haggard managed this expansion on behalf of the
state.

VISIT www.seda-assn.com
For association information
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Mike Rowe Asked the Question
Service Department was a pain in the butt; then why

not sell-off that segment of unknown opportunity?

I suggested that all they would have to do would
be to approach the local, successful independent
with a proposal that they take over their total
service business, “lock, stock and barrel” for an
agreed upon price. I told these dealers to make
arrangements when the dealership sells a piece
of equipment to introduce that customer to the
Independent, and the Independent would be fully
responsible for handling the needs and requirements of that new customer. I suggested to the
dealers that they could work up a financial arrangement with the Independent. An arrangement whereby the Independent could pay the
dealer a fee based upon the amount of business
he was doing with your “former” customers. Today, this sounds like a pretty good deal to me . . .
and quite frankly I am aware that quite a few
dealers have actually done this, and others have
given it some thought. What the dealer’s major
suppliers think about this is any body’s guess. But
looking at it in another way, if the Independent is
doing an exceptional job of satisfying the dealer’s
customer . . . then there are winners, all around!
Consider this all my dealer friends out there. If
you are not interested in truly promoting your
service abilities to your customers, if you are unwilling to appreciate that your service department is, in some cases your last remaining area of
reasonable profitability, if you are unwilling to
devote the time, the monies, the personnel, the
real-estate to this lucrative area of your business,
then your present business will shrivel and die as
someone takes it over by competing or buying
your business or just continues to service your
customers.
I am and have always been a positive-thinking
individual. I am a believer in the equipment industry and in the method of how manufacturers
take their product to market. I am pleased to
know and have worked with many, many dealers
who are operating successful dealerships with
exceptionally strong product support of their major lines. I am only weary of dealers who sit

Continued from page 2

around and complain that today there is no way
they can make money in their dealerships, the
profits just aren’t there any longer, they sit there
complaining, but fail to take the time to look at
the unknown opportunity to be found in the back
end of their businesses.
To reap the benefits of these unknown opportunities, dealers are going to find it necessary to
change the culture of their business. Basically
they are going to have to communicate to the
prospective customer, the customer who has just
purchased equipment from the dealership and
those customers who own your equipment, but
are servicing it themselves or having a competitor
perform their service. For some this will be a simple change, for others it will be more difficult. You
will be asking the customer for his service business up front, maybe with the words: “We want
to earn your service business; we want to prove
to you that our quality Service Department is
willing to work hard for you to solve any problem you may have experienced in the past with
unscheduled down time with your equipment.”
It will be necessary for you to focus, to focus upon marketing your service department with the
exact same dedication that you put forth in marketing of whole goods! The dealership will have
to make an investment in people, facilities and
time. We can show you that this investment will
immediately and in the long-run provide your
dealership with the highest return on the investment that you could possibly find within any
other dealership profit center.
One well known manufacturer and its’ complete
dealer organization has recognized this unknown
opportunity for decades and this has helped both
the manufacturer and the manufacturer’s dealer
organization weather every imaginable difficulty
that has been thrown at them. The entire operation along with its dealers will continue to survive, prosper and grow in the future . . . your
dealership could too, if you would just remove
the blinders and move forward . . . “If you believe
you can, then you will, if you believe you can’t,
then you probably won’t!” Henry Ford
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Everything Got Bigger and Dealers Got Better
By: David L. Kahler, Retired Executive Director/CEO, Ohio-Michigan Equipment Dealers Assn.
As dealers expand their operations, they bers his manufacturer believes they’ll need to
must establish and maintain a business expand their AOR.
model that works for them.
“When you talk about the biggest changes I’ve “I’ve often wondered, if I was the manufacturseen in farm equipment dealerships during my er, what would happen if my dealers got too
40-plus years, the word ‘size’ comes immedi- strong? Would they be easier or harder to deal
ately to mind:
with? And what if
size of the dealyou have a guy
erships, size of
David L. Kahler, Retired Executive Director/CEO, Ohiocovering a fourth
Michigan Equipment Dealers Assn.
the farms and
of the state of
size of farm
Michigan and he
For more than 40 years, David Kahler has served farm
equipment. As
hiccups for one
equipment dealers through his association work. The roots
farms got bigof his career started in high school when he worked with the
reason or the othAgricultural Stabilization Agency of the USDA. While
ger,
dealers
er, who the heck
studying at Ohio State Univ., Kahler worked for the Farm
and equipment
are you going to
Science Review, and equipment exhibition organized by the
grew
right
find to replace
College of Food, Agricultural and Environmental Sciences at
along
with
him? Those have
Ohio State.
them. As farmalways been in
He joined the Farm and Power Equipment Dealers Assn. in
ers
became
the back of my
Ohio in 1969 as director of field services. The association
more sophistimind,
but
the
eventually became the Ohio-Michigan Equipment Dealers
cated businesstrend’s
strong
Assn. and Kahler became associate director in 1983 and then
people, dealers
enough and eviCEO in 1986, a position he held for 23 years.
had to become
dently it’s not a
He semi-retired in 2003, but has been working part-time as
better businessbig issue for the
associate director with the Mid-America Equipment Retailers
men.
manufacturers.”
Assn., which represents dealers in Indiana and Kentucky,
after it merged with the Ohio-Michigan group. Kahler is the
recipient of several prestigious awards from Ohio State
“It wasn’t that
Controlling
Univ., FFA, Agri-Broadcasters Network for his work with
long ago, probCosts, Maintaindealers and distributors. He is also currently one of three
ably about 15
ing Margins
judges for Farm Equipment’s Dealership of the Year awards
years, when the
“Throughout my
manufacturers
career,
the
two
factors
that
have
had the most
were fighting the multi-store concept. They
detrimental
impact
on
dealerships
is their faildidn’t want dealers owning two or three
ure
to
control
costs
and
to
maintain
margins.
stores; they didn’t want that at all. All of a
It
seems
controlling
costs
has
always
been a
sudden, they changed their mind and the push
for multi-stores totally changed the face of the problem, but it’s being compounded today beag machinery business. Dealers were faced cause staffs are larger, dealers have more
with a tough decision: they either needed to stores to manage, and the risks associated
with more new and used and more expensive
become buyers or sellers.
inventory are far more serious than when dealers had a single store to contend with.
“With this push, a lot of bloodletting began
taking place, and it not only affected the dealers, but their customers as well. Where famers “When it comes to maintaining margins, which
had always done business with a particular is what I preached 30 years ago, I’m hearing
dealer-friend, they didn’t like the fact that their that it’s a little easier to keep them up with
local dealership was being taken over by larger AORs than it used to be because dealers
someone two counties away. Now we’re seeing don’t have the inline competition that the used
this filter down to the OPE dealer ranks, where to have. Now, they’re competing against the
even the average lawn and garden dealer different colors, but the inline competition’s
needs to be multi-store to achieve the num- not quite as bad.”
Continued on page 14
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Everything Got Bigger…..
Continued from page 13

SERVING FARM, INDUSTRIAL, IRRIGATION,
OUTDOOR POWER & TURF EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Maintaining Personal Contact

Southern Equipment Dealers Association
115 Park Place * Dublin, Georgia 31021
Phone (478) 272-5400 * Fax (478) 272 -1015
Billy L. Adams, CAE
President/CEO
CHAIRMAN
JERRY TOOMEY
TOOMEY EQUIPMENT CO.
THEODORE, AL
VICE CHAIRMAN
RICKY SMITH
SMITH TRACTOR CO.
JAY, FL
2ND VICE CHAIRMAN
SCOTT DEMOTT
DEMOTT TRACTOR CO.
MOULTRIE, GA
IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIRMAN
LARRY BLACKMON
FOLEY IMPLEMENT CO.
FOLEY, AL
NAEDA DIRECTOR
MILTON NOLAND
MARTIN TRUCK & TRACTOR
ALICEVILLE, AL
DIRECTORS
RANDY ANDERSON
AIMTRAC
CORDELE, GA
LARRY COLE
COLE’S EQUIPMENT CO.
DALTON, GA
LESTER KILLEBREW
SUNSOUTH
ABBEVILLE, AL
RONNIE LOTT
TALLADEGA INT’L
TRUCK & TRACTOR, INC.
TALLADEGA, AL
KEITH MARSHALL
AG-PRO COMPANIES
THOMASVILLE, GA
DAN MIDDLETON
BALDWIN TRACTOR & EQUIP.
ROBERTSDALE, AL
WILL NELSON, III
NELSON TRACTOR CO.
BLAIRSVILLE, GA
BOB RODRIGUEZ
GEORGE’S MOWER SERVICE
RIVERVIEW, FL

(K)

(JD)

“Another major change I’ve seen in the past decade or so
is the personal contact between dealers and their manufacturers seems to be disappearing. There’s no doubt that
the Internet and electronic communications are necessary
in today’s economy. But it’s also detrimental to the personal relationships that were so prevalent not that long
ago.
“As the head of the Ohio-Michigan Equipment Dealers
Assn., when one of my members was having problems
with his manufacturer, I knew who to call and speak with.
Today, I’m not at all sure who I should be talking to.

(C -IH/MF)

(JD)

(C -IH/K)

(C-IH)

(JD/K)

(JD)

(C-IH/K)

(JD)

(K)

(JD/NH/K)

(OPE)

“I was speaking to one of our members recently who told
me he hadn’t seen his territory rep in six months. Of
course, in the same breath he said, ‘Thank God.’ But I
think this is a sign of what’s to come; where personal interactions are minimized and electronic ordering, inventory checking and other business functions replace face-toface business. I suppose it’s cost cutting and efficiency
that the manufacturers are looking for.
Getting Too Big?
“If you would have asked me 10 years ago if a dealer
could get too big, I would have said, ‘Absolutely, they can
get too big.’ But today, I’m not so sure and I would have
a hard time arguing that point anymore. All you have to
do is look at Titan Machinery and RDO. Dealers like this
have a business model in place and they’re making it
work. If anything, they’re examples of how dealerships
need to think outside of the box.

“It’s seems like the manufacturers want to dictate to dealers how they want things done, but I’ve been advising
dealers to create a business plan that works for them. I
also tell them that most important thing they’re going to
do is to hire the best people they possibly can and be willing to pay for the talent they need to succeed.”
Source: Farm Equipment

For business forms & supplies
call your association office
478-272-5400

